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1 Abstract 
The Mayam task management system, Mayam Tasks, extends a workflow and/or MAM 
environment with advanced task management capabilities and APIs specifically designed for use 
with BPM systems. 
 
What to expect from this document 
 
This document introduces the product by providing an overview of the tasklist GUI, the BPM 
interface and other support applications such as the reporing engine. A description of the system 
architecture is also provided. 
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2 Introduction 
 

The Mayam Tasks application extends the MAM environment with advanced task management, 
business process and integration capabilities. Through the Mayam approach to workflow 
implementation, workflows in a MAM environment are provided through the use of a dedicated 
task and process modelling and execution subsystem, relying on Mayam Tasks for GUI functions 
and MAM-independent APIs. 
The use of externally managed workflows enables customer modifications and extensions of 
workflow process and task definitions without any changes to the core MAM system. This is 
achieved using an integrated BPM engine (Activiti), which brings the orchestration functionality 
and business rules.  
Note that this separation of workflows from the core MAM system is typically invisible to the 
regular MAM user because the user visible elements in Mayam Tasks are tightly integrated in the 
MAM. Operator task lists and approval screens are presented as an integral part of the GUI, so 
there is only one combined system visible to non-admin users. 
 
 

2.1 What you should know before reading this manual 
The reader will benefit strongly from a general overview of how the Mayam Tasks and MAM 
environments are consituted.   
Knowledge about the system archicture, configured metadata fields and any BPM processes is 
required for advanced configuration work. See below for a list of available product 
documentation. 

2.2 Related Documents 
Information about Mayam Tasks is available in the following documents: 
• Mayam Tasks Overview (this document) 
• Mayam Tasks TaskAdmin Guide  
• Mayam Tasks Programming Guide 
• Mayam Tasks BPM Process Guide 
• Mayam Tasks Technical Reference  
These documents can be downloaded from the installed online resource: 
 http://<the-mayam-server>:8084/tasks-ws 
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3 Mayam Tasks 
The Mayam Tasks UI is a key enabler for media centric task list driven workflows. Operator 
task lists and approval screens are presented in the form of a task management UI. The 
Mayam Tasks GUI can be used standalone or alternatively, it can be embedded into a MAM 
system, newsroom system, an integration portal or similar. 

 

 
Figure 1. Mayam Tasks GUI – Extracted from the NPO (Netherlands) broadcasting 
solution 

 

Compared to generic workflow task management UIs, the Mayam UI has a large number of 
broadcast workflow specific functions available. Examples include a large number of task 
details and search/filter options available and a number of configurable media workflow 
actions. The same applies for operations on media items in task lists – the required media 
operations (browse edit, send to NLEs etc.) are available directly from the task list. An 
administration tool is available which enables run-time modifications to the layout of task 
lists and the associated actions to be taken on a task in a given state. 
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3.1 Task List Functionality  
The user task lists represent the principal user-facing component of many workflows. In 
the proposed implementation, user tasks are spread across different task lists, grouped by 
purpose and access rules. For example, in the Ingest task list, the task list fields and details 
related to the ingest work are configured and access is restricted to users who should 
perform or inspect this work. 

The following functions are available to support efficient high-volume task work: 

3.1.1 What’s New in Mayam 3? 

o Mayam Tasks UI re-imagined 

 

 

 

o A new side panel with quick access to the Dashboard, Tasks, Editor and 
Company lists.  
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o A new dashboard for customized views like Kibana graphs or your workload 

 

 

o ADFS for single sign-on across all your sytems 

o Support for Amazon S3 

 

3.1.2 Mayam Task List features 

• A split view with a task list view and details for the selected task 

• The ability to select multiple task and perform an action on the selection 

• Task list filter, search (right truncation or left plus right truncation) and sort options 

• A memory function that remembers the last filter, search and sort settings on a per 
user and task list level (stored as user settings in the database) 

• State dependent task list actions including Assign to user, Pickup, Edit, Reject, Revert, 
Approve, Finish etc. For example, the Finish operation is only available on tasks in 
assigned/active states 

• MAM asset as well as task specific metadata can be edited with the task list Edit 
function. A page wizard view is available for large forms 

• A string of immediate actions such as file transfers can be tied to task list actions  

• MAM invoker buttons for operations like go to asset page, invoke logging tool etc. 

• Access restrictions: 

o Task list – who can open the task list 

o Task list actions – group level access control to individual actions 

o Tasks – mapped to the access to the primary asset of the task. If a user doesn’t 
have access to a MAM asset, the task will not appear in the task list 
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• Task level attachments – small files like documents and images can be uploaded to a 
task as attachments 

• Text field, drop downs, media status icons, check boxes and comment logs 

o Plus, advanced table data and approval widgets 

• Task list fields can be standalone or bi-directionally mapped to the corresponding 
MAM asset metadata fields 

o MAM dictionaries are supported as sources for drop down widgets (to 
eliminate double administration when making changes) 

• Programmable task form validation rules, typically used to display error messages and 
prevent order submissions when illegal data is entered 

• Full access to all historical tasks (available via a user setting) 

• Admin users have access to task audit trails, where all task changes can be inspected 

o This mechanism is also used to store KPI data to be used in reports 

• Task list export to Excel for further analysis 

• Batch work order creation from Excel order form upload (via site specific module to 
parse excel sheet contents) 

• Hierarchical tasks in two or three levels. For example, a high level content work order 
can consist of child work orders, one per file, while the high level task shows the total 
and open number of sub tasks 

An administration GUI is available to maintain the configuration. From a supplier provided 
template, the administrator can make changes and test the new configuration before 
deploying the change to the live system. 

 
Figure 2. The Mayam Tasks administration GUI. 
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3.1.3 Unified Tasks and MAM API and SDK 

Mayam Tasks has a high function REST API that provides access to a large number of task 
management and MAM functions. The main benefit for system implementers is that this 
API masks the differences between different MAM systems by providing a common 
abstraction layer.  

In addition, a Java SDK is available to simplify application development. Through this SDK, 
users direct access to all the API functions including proper classes for complex data types. 
The SDK also provides callback functionality to support incoming task and MAM data 
events. 

 
 
 

3.2 Process Design and Management 
Workflow process management functionality is provided using the Activiti BPM platform. 

A graphical design tool is used to model and deploy processes as shown below. 

 
Figure 3. Activiti with task and MAM activities available via Mayam nodes. 

 
The high level of abstraction through task and MAM activity nodes brings flexibility in 
implementation. Workflow processes can be defined by customers, integration specialists 
and of course by the MAM supplier. 
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Figure 4. Diagrams for running BPM processes can be shown inside the tasklist GUI. 

 
 
 

3.3 Multi Tenancy 
Multi tenancy is supported via the workflow engine security model. In addition, the API 
and BPMN processing parts can be locked to only operate on asset on a specified lists of 
tenants. This enables a working model where for example workflows in one country can 
only see their assets and tasks, while a master site can see everything.  

 

3.4 Workflow Engine Integration 
The Mayam Tasks workflow environment can use the Mule ESB to implement adapters to 
third party interfaces such as drop folder XML, email notifications and some direct 
database access interfaces. 

The ESB platform enables cost effective development of system interfaces and is used to 
achieve architectural separation between messaging level processing and application 
logic. 

3.5 Reports 
Mayam Tasks is tightly integrated with the reporting platform Eclipse BIRT. Through this 
integration, task and KPI data is available for reporting with all configured task fields being 
available to report authors. Authorized users can invoke generation of reports directly from 
the Mayam Tasks GUI.  
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4 System Architecture 
The main component in the system is a purpose built task management application with 
its web UI. In addition, it bis also possible to attach a third party BPM solution such as 
Acitivi or Intalio to let background business processes drive the workflows.  

The above software, which runs as Web/REST services, is supported by an IT infrastructure 
consisting of an application server (Jetty), a message queue (ActiveMQ) and a database 
(PostgresSQL or Oracle, support for DB2 also exists). 

 
Figure 5. Mayam Tasks software stack. 
 

4.1 Workflow Management Solution 

The Mayam workflow management solution consists of three major applications 

• Task management using Mayam Tasks 

• A BPM platform, typically Activiti 

• A reporting engine, typically Eclipse BIRT 

4.1.1 Task Management Application 

The most important aspect of the management application is to allow human users to 
monitor and to take actions on tasks including view and editing of task related 
information. The task management application is deeply integrated with both the BPM 
server processes and the MAM system. For example, when some metadata fields and 
edited in the task UI, the value change is propagated both to the MAM and to the running 
business process instance. 

The task management application is also used for job monitoring. In this case, the same UI 
is used to manage automated jobs and where relevant, support interaction like 
prioritization, job cancel and error handling. 

4.1.2 BPM Platform and Processes 

A BPM platform may or may not be supplied as part of a Mayam workflow solution. The 
information below does not imply that a BPM platform is part of Mayam Tasks. 

Workflow logic, typically customized for each major workflow installation, executes as 
externalized high-level BPM processes. The general principle is that customer specific 
business logic should reside in processes and rules tables while common functionality 
such as message transformation for access to a MAM system should reside in lower level 
release managed code. In addition, a number of message routing adapters are required to 
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facilitate the flow of messages between the task management part, the MAM and the 
processes. 

Mayam Tasks is integrated with two BPM solutions: Acitiviti and Intalio. In the case of 
Activiti, the BPM server is embedded into the Mayam Tasks software stack and runs in the 
same application server. In the case of Intalio, the BPM server runs as a standalone service, 
using a separate application server and database. 

In addition, Mayam Tasks can be driven from any BPM solution capable of using a REST API 
or Java SDK for system-to-system interfaction. 

The following key parts constitute the business process part of a typical workflow solution: 

Component Name Description 

BPM Server / 
management 
console 

Activiti REST + 
Explorer 

The BPM server runs two services, a REST 
interface to BPM operations and a 
management console used to monitor and 
manage processes and instances. 

Process modeler Activiti Designer The graphical business process modeling tool 
used to model and test processes.  

Processes Site specific The actual processes. Refer to the the site-
specific document “Mayam Workflow – 
Process Reference” for information regarding 
the processes used in this installation 

Table 1. Business process related part of the solution. 
 

4.1.3 Reporting Engine 

A reporting engine may or may not be supplied as part of a Mayam workflow solution. 
The information below does not imply that a reporting engine is part of Mayam Tasks. 

The Eclipse BIRT reporting engine can be downloaded and installed directly into the 
Mayam tasks application server environment. Through an integration plugin, BIRT can 
access Mayam tasks data using the Mayam tasks-ws REST API. Through this API, BIRT can 
request task recording by supplying query criteria such as a date range, task list id and so 
etc.  

Information on how to author reports is provided in the document Mayam Tasks Technical 
Reference. 

 


